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P R E S S   R E L E A S E 

GCSE Results 2022 

 

GCSE results were published by examination boards on Thursday 25th August 2022. 

It is the first time since 2019 that GCSE grades have been based on public 

examinations, after two years of cancellations due to the Covid pandemic. 

 

At King Edward VI School more than 90% of papers received the top 9 to 7 grades, 

with nearly half being grade 9. Fifty-two students achieved five or more grade 9s. 

Amongst them were Callum Maughan who obtained eleven, Zachary Hodges, 

Eddie Mitchell and James Smyth with ten and Robbie Gemmill, Ned Hancock 

and Dawood Malik who received nine. These results rank K.E.S. in the Top 10 of 

boys’ grammar schools (5th) nationally. 

King Edward VI School was named ‘School of the Year’ in the West Midlands by 

The Sunday Times Parent Power Guide, having once again topped the school 

rankings for combined A Level and GCSE results. 

Bennet Carr, Headmaster, said “These fabulous outcomes are richly deserved and 

testament to both the talent and dedication of students, and to the quality of 

education maintained by their teachers throughout the last two-and-a-half years. The 

return of public exams gave our students the opportunity to demonstrate the fruits of 

their motivation and focus during the challenges of the pandemic, and I could not be 

more pleased for them. I look forward to following their progress alongside those who 

join us in the Sixth Form”. 

 

Source: The Times 
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